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Abstract

Lord Krishna about 5000 years back possessed this Kohinoor Diamond as Samtak mani and yudhvanshi lost their dynasty . In 1306 again its appearance noted . And since then its bad effects were noted with the fall of many dynasties and lastly it was possessed by British dynasty from Maharaja Ranjeet Singh about 200 years back . Since then downfall of global values started ( Adharma) as British dynasty ruled mostly the globe . The fate of Kohinoor does not lie in its destruction rather as poison of samudra manthan that made Lord Natraz Neel khnth , similarly to surrender Kohinoor ( Poison) at the feet of Almighty God Lord Natraz is its final destination by dethroning Queen Elizabeth Second and putting idol of Lord Natraz on the British throne along with its Flag and putting Kohinoor Crown at Lord Natraz’s foot symbolizing drinking poison again by Lord Natraz. Thus Kohinoor’s ( Adharma) poisonous effects would be No more on this Globe ( Dharma) . This would lead to dissolution of all british constitution and its bad effects globally . Finally India and other countries would be freed from clutches of article 147 of constitution of India and Indian Independence act 1947 ( Dharma) .

Chapter 4, Verse 7
Whenever and wherever there is a decline in religious practice, O descendant of Bharata, and a predominant rise of irreligion—at that time I descend Myself.

Chapter 4, Verse 8
In order to deliver the pious and to annihilate the miscreants, as well as to reestablish the principles of religion, I advent Myself millennium after millennium.
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Introduction [1]

1.1 What is Article 147 Constitution of India ?

https://youtu.be/x5essvg9oHc

Central Government Act

Article 147 in The Constitution Of India 1949

147. Interpretation In this Chapter and in Chapter V of Part VI references to any substantial question of law as to the interpretation of this Constitution shall be construed as including references to any substantial question of law as to the interpretation of the Government of India Act, 1935 (including any enactment amending or supplementing that Act), or of any Order in Council or order made there under, or of the Indian Independence Act, 1947, or of any order made there under CHAPTER V COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL OF INDIA

1.2 What is Indian Independence Act 1947 ?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfOoEqFjVYw

Still Slave Of British Empire No1

COM ( Council of Ministers of England ) are more powerful than GGI ( Governor General of India ) No 3

Made Many Countries Still Slave Of British Empire Through Common Wealth Games . No 2


An Act to make provision for the setting up in India of two independent dominion states, to substitute other provisions for certain provisions of the Government of India Act, 1935, which apply outside those dominions, and to provide for other matters consequential on or connected with the setting up of those Dominions.

Citation 10 & 11 Geo. 6, c. 30 . Dates 18 July 1947
1.3
https://youtu.be/tbxrGmK40dA

India on Lease for 99 years

1.4
https://youtu.be/3t1nsCZcqrE

ब्रिटेन की महारानी के पास है ये अदभुत शक्तियां | विश्व रहस्य - World Secrets

1.5
https://youtu.be/0Lbs8sHj_70

श्राक्षित कोहिनूर हीरे का अनसुना रहस्य | Unsolved Mystery of Kohinoor Diamond

Structure

2.1 Kohinoor Diamond and Creator of Kohinoor.
Kohinoor Diamond resides in Buckingham Palace, England and Creator of Kohinoor Barfani Baba Mahakal resides at 1/139, Talaya Lane, Fatehgarh, Farrukhabad UP India 209601. Know that Kohinoor and its possessor Queen Elizabeth Second does not know that what privilege she is enjoying due to it are useless in Corona time. Hence richness and crowing it make her and her dynasty downfall that did take place due to it’s bad effects in past 200 years since Britishers got it. Kohinoor's bad effects would be seen soon when all rulers of Globe including Queen Elizabeth Second would be dethrone. It is prediction of UOG.
2.2 Kohinoor’s bad effects - Global external debt in about 180 countries that brings poverty, inflation, hunger, unemployment etc. in those countries.

**Global Monetary Fund Debt Eradication Program**

**Global Economic Forum Memorandum**

Notice cum Demand note (2017) Making Global peace through Economic, Scientific, intellectual and spiritual development Pl see link For details

[https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/DT.DOD.DECT.CD](https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/DT.DOD.DECT.CD)

**MODIJI** Dear Honorable PM Think why our country is poor? It is because of External Debt. Think why rupee is weak? It is because of External Debt. May I try to repay debt by my Goods and services? Thanks Dr Das University of God

**Burning Issue GLOBE – Notice cum Demand Note (2017)** University of God (Almighty B.B.B) is Organization of Almighty God (Creator B.B.B) and it is imparting knowledge for the last 25 years. Analytic Survey indicates that about 118 countries are being benefited by New knowledge. Thus Global Scientific, Spiritual and intellectual development is made possible. Grievance – Now university of Almighty God wants to launch educational learning and to educate those who want their carrier in this line. We would impart degree and diploma in Advanced sciences so that Indian graduates may get job (either self employed) or paid jobs all over world as their demand is there in different universities of the world. Money is required to launch different educational scenarios in India and Abroad. **HRD ministry should deposit money (Tax Free) (in Billions billions dollars – yearly) as GURU DAKSHINA in the Almighty Account as Indian universities are being benefited by new advanced sciences. Further GURU DAKSHINA should be charged (Tax Free) (Trillion Trillions Dollars – yearly) from rest of the world as scientists of different countries are being benefited by advanced sciences.** Three months time have been allotted (27.1.2018) to deposit money in Almighty’s Account failing which would be considered contempt of Almighty God and Highest punishment would be imposed on concerned persons or they should leave the post immediately right now. Pl send you jabab (answer) with in a week. Thanks.

Pl see analytic survey Impact factor in 12 months

[https://heaven.academia.edu/vijaymohandas/Analytics/activity/impact/12month](https://heaven.academia.edu/vijaymohandas/Analytics/activity/impact/12month)

Papers read in different countries

[https://heaven.academia.edu/vijaymohandas/Analytics/activity/countries](https://heaven.academia.edu/vijaymohandas/Analytics/activity/countries)
CV of Dr V.M.Das

https://heaven.academia.edu/vijaymohandas/CurriculumVitae

Thanks Dr Das University of God (Almighty B.B.B)

Account Details –

Almighty Basic Building Block Social and Educational Trust ICICI Br Fatehgarh, Bazria Aliganj, Machalitola, 209601, Ac No -- 081305002198, IFSC –ICIC0000613, Farrukhabad, U.P. Pan No – AAFTA5856K

2.3 Kohinoor’s bad effects - Covid pandemic by virtue of Adharma on Earth done by wrong justice in Ayodhaya dispute. As Queen Elizabeth is still ruling India by virtue of Article 147 constitution of India and Indian Independence Act 1947.
Number of confirmed COVID-19 cases, by date of report and WHO region, 30 December through 5 July **SR 167 . Length of bar shows Active Viral load on different Races.

Mahakal lalla virajman Who won the case from SC dared 9.11.2019 but by a wrong nomenclature of Janamsthlan of Lord Ram [5] annoyed Him not getting honor and justice in His name that makes Him to trigger Tandav [12] by spreading Covid 19 globally since 17.11.2019 from China by sending First order of Universe by. Quantum entanglement and killing about 17 Lacs people globally and putting all countries under recession [16] that is by virtue of Adharma did play by 5 judges of SC by violating and crushing IPC evidence act by misusing power of Article 142 of constitution of India favoring Astha [5] against Direct evidence Act of IPC also makes them guilty under 420 IPC read with 109 IPC of SC judgment Feb 2018 where professional immunity gets dissolved [13] by such heinous act done by 5 judges of SCI.

2.4 Kohinoor’s bad effects - Global malnutrition below 5 years of age by slaughtering innocent animals .

This man-made famine, stemming from rapacious power struggles, is threatening the lives of innocent civilians, especially children, who, even if they survive, are likely to be mentally or physically stunted for the rest of their lives. The UN’s ringing appeals for donations from the international community might produce enough funds to save those in immediate danger, but the larger problem of food insecurity in these regions can only be solved by conflict resolution. Otherwise, their citizens will time and again be on the threshold of crippling food shortages and impending death.
Politics, War, and Famine

In March 2017, the United Nations (UN) warned that 20 million people are in immediate danger of starvation and famine across South Sudan, Somalia, Northeast Nigeria, and Yemen. Prior to that, in February, the UN declared a famine in parts of South Sudan making it the first country since Somalia in 2011 to be pronounced so. The famine is largely the result of protracted civil conflicts that have led to the displacement of hundreds of thousands of people.

Number of people facing acute food shortage (in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>South Sudan</th>
<th>Somalia</th>
<th>Northeast Nigeria</th>
<th>Yemen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Funds required for humanitarian assistance in the four nations (in billion U.S. dollars)

Data Source: Global Report on Food Crises 2017
Photo: AP/Forah Abdi Warsameh

Number of children facing severe malnourishment (in hundred thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>South Sudan</th>
<th>Somalia</th>
<th>Northeast Nigeria</th>
<th>Yemen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>270,000</td>
<td>965,000</td>
<td>490,000</td>
<td>465,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Received (33.33%)
- Required (91.67%)
2.5 Kohinoor’s bad effects - Enhancement in Global corruption perception index below 50%

The Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) is an index published annually by Berlin-based Transparency International since 1995 which ranks countries "by their perceived levels of public sector[1] corruption, as determined by expert assessments and opinion surveys."[2] The CPI generally defines corruption as an "abuse of entrusted power for private gain". Critics consider the CPI biased.[3]

The 2020 CPI, published in January of 2021, currently ranks 180 countries "on a scale from 100 (very clean) to 0 (highly corrupt)" based on the situation between May 2019 and May 2020.[5][6] In the list, Denmark, Finland, New Zealand, Sweden, Singapore and Switzerland are perceived as the top 6 least corrupt nations in the world, ranking consistently high among international financial transparency, while the most perceived corrupt country in the world is Somalia, scoring 8–10 out of 100 since 2012. South Sudan is also perceived as one of the most corrupt countries in the world due to constant social and economic crises, ranking an average score of 13 out of 100 in 2018.[7]

Methods[edit]

Transparency International commissioned the University of Passau's Johann Graf Lambsdorff to produce the CPI.[8] The 2012 CPI takes into account 16 different surveys and assessments from 12 different institutions.[9] The 13 surveys/assessments are either business people opinion surveys or performance assessments from a group of analysts.[9] Early CPIs used public opinion surveys.[11] The institutions are:[12]

- African Development Bank (based in Ivory Coast)
- Bertelsmann Foundation (based in Germany)
- Economist Intelligence Unit (based in the UK)
- Freedom House (based in the US)
- Global Insight (based in US)
- International Institute for Management Development (based in Switzerland)
- Political and Economic Risk Consultancy (based in Hong Kong)
- The PRS Group, Inc., (based in the US)
- World Economic Forum
- World Bank
- World Justice Project (based in US)
Countries need to be evaluated by at least three sources to appear in the CPI. The CPI measures perception of corruption due to the difficulty of measuring absolute levels of corruption.

**Validity**

A study published in 2012 found a "very strong significant correlation" between the Corruption Perceptions Index and two other proxies for corruption: black market activity and an overabundance of regulation.

All three metrics also had a highly significant correlation with real gross domestic product per capita (RGDP/Cap); the Corruption Perceptions Index correlation with RGDP/Cap was the strongest, explaining over three fourths of the variance. (Note that a lower on this scale reflects greater corruption, so that countries with higher RGDPs generally had less corruption.)

**Economic implications**

Research papers published in 2007 and 2008 examined the economic consequences of corruption perception, as defined by the CPI. The researchers found a correlation between a higher CPI and higher long-term economic growth, as well as an increase in GDP growth of 1.7% for every unit increase in a country's CPI score. Also shown was a power-law dependence linking higher CPI score to higher rates of foreign investment in a country.

**Rankings**

Legend:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>Perceived as less corrupt</th>
<th>Perceived as more corrupt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99–90</td>
<td>89–80</td>
<td>79–70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69–60</td>
<td>59–50</td>
<td>49–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39–30</td>
<td>29–20</td>
<td>19–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9–0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2012–2020

**Criticism and limitations**

The Index has been criticized on the basis of its methodology.

According to political scientist Dan Hough, three flaws in the Index include:

- Corruption is too complex a concept to be captured by a single score. For instance, the nature of corruption in rural Kansas will be different from that in the city administration of New York, yet the Index measures them in the same way.
- By measuring perceptions of corruption, as opposed to corruption itself, the Index may simply be reinforcing existing stereotypes and cliches.
- The Index only measures public sector corruption, ignoring the private sector. This, for instance, means the well-publicized Libor scandal or the VW emissions scandal are not counted as corrupt actions.

Media outlets frequently use the raw numbers as a yardstick for government performance, without clarifying what the numbers mean. The local Transparency International chapter in Bangladesh disowned the index results after a change in methodology caused the country's scores to increase; media reported it as an "improvement." In a 2013 article in Foreign Policy, Alex Cobham suggested that CPI should be dropped for the good of Transparency International. It argues that the CPI embeds a powerful and misleading elite bias in popular perceptions of corruption, potentially contributing to a vicious cycle and at the same time incentivizing inappropriate policy responses. Cobham writes, "the index corrupts perceptions to the extent that it's hard to see a justification for its continuing publication."

In the United States, many lawyers advise international businesses to consult the CPI when attempting to measure the risk of Foreign Corrupt Practices Act violations in different nations. This practice has been criticized by the Minnesota Journal of International Law, which wrote that since the CPI may be subject to perceptual biases it therefore should not be considered by lawyers to be a measure of actual national corruption risk.

However, recent econometric analyses that have exploited the existence of natural experiments on the level of corruption and compared the CPI with other subjective indicators have found that, while not perfect, the CPI is argued to be broadly consistent with one-dimensional measures of corruption.

In the United States, many lawyers advise international businesses to consult the CPI when attempting to measure the risk of Foreign Corrupt Practices Act violations in different nations. This practice has been criticized by the Minnesota Journal of International Law, which wrote that since the CPI may be subject to perceptual biases it therefore should not be considered by lawyers to be a measure of actual national corruption risk.

Transparency International also publishes the Global Corruption Barometer, which ranks countries by corruption levels using direct surveys instead of perceived expert opinions, which has been under criticism for substantial bias from the powerful elite.
Transparency International has warned that a country with a clean CPI score may still be linked to corruption internationally. For example, while Sweden had the 3rd best CPI score in 2015, one of its state-owned companies, TeliaSonera, was facing allegations of bribery in Uzbekistan.[35]

2.6 Kohinoor’s bad effects -Erroneous sciences teaching, researches, fake Noble prizes since 1901 etc

Memorandum Making Global peace through Scientific intellectual and spiritual development  To General Secretary UNO And To PM of India New Delhi

Subject – Save Earth from illusive Researches (theoretical-fundamental research) made in Physics by different Great scientists and to stop them to teach to new young researchers in the world by different research centers and to promote new scientific understanding as regard Origin of the universe. Thus we can make Globe through Scientific, intellectual and spiritual development

Dear Sir

You may be ignorant of the fact, that the knowledge imparted by teachers in the last 400 years misguided students of physical sciences. They are doing the same thing for our research students. University of God is the only school of thoughts which could prevent us from illusion of research (theoretical-fundamental research) made in science in the last 100 years by great scientist like Einstein etc. My aim is to inform all research centers all over world about new development of science (participatory science) and to rectify theoretical fundamental research in a physics and to make learn about New Model of Origin of the universe by new scientific understanding to new young researchers in the world by published papers in international journal -Vijay Mohan Das, Atomic genetics and origin of universe (H0= 72 km/sec/Mpc) volume 1, International Journal of Sciences: Basic and Applied Research (IJSBAR), volume 16, number 1 (2014), p 311-338.
If Spin of particles collapses the entire universe effects (structural effects, physical effects, chemical effects and spectral effects), life sciences effects would be collapsed.

Pl see CV link below

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6dQGJcAGP9aTlBpLS0zU3g1c2M/view

I am enclosing my CV and research papers (52 papers) published in different International journal online and print (please see University of God – Code of Conduct New teachings by Participatory Science)

Discussing Mind and Mass with physicist and Ex president of India, Winner of Bharat Ratan Prof. APJ Abdul Kalam. After 40 minutes, he encouraged me by saying “Great Work“.
UNIVERSITY OF GOD  Acknowledgement

I pay my gratitude to The Creator, operator and Destroyer of the universe the yang B.B.B working as Highest center of the universe “I” by whose grace University of God came into existence. I am also thankful to Fritjof Capra who materialized Almighty B.B.B (His Avatar Form) in his Book Tao of Physics (figure 2) and also to Trinh Xuan Thuan and Collin A Ronan for materializing Almighty B.B.B. (His Avatar Form) in their books. Last but not the least my thanks to my teachers, my wife Dr Sapna Das, my family, friends and relatives and my son Dr Ankit Mohan Das, Dr Chandni my daughter, my daughter in law Dr Namita Nigam and my son in law Dr Abhishek for taking pains and having patience living with me and gave me moral support to complete this theory not only few years but also 27 years till its all volumes get published. We could not enjoy world rather they used to provoke me time to time to be aware of errors in completing this work. My wife Dr Sapna Das has great faith in God mainly Lord Shiva. She used to have fast during Navratri and have full devotion in Goddess Durga and her all nine avatars. My gratitude to my Father late Shri Shyam Manohar Das and my Mother late Pushpa for being my parents and had full devotion in getting me brought up and making me surgeon.

Gurur Brahma, Gurur Vishnu, Gurur Devo Maheshvaraha
Guru shakshat Para Brahma, Tasmai Shri Guruve Namah
The Creator, The Operator, and The Destroyer
The teacher that is Omnisience i.e. Having knowledge of All
We should give respect and worship to His portrait (Avatar Form)
And He is One - Almighty B.B.B

UNIFICATION OF RELIGIONS
(Prescribe Code Of Conduct)
(Portrait of Almighty – THE CREATOR, OPERATOR AND DESTROYER OF THE UNIVERSE)
(Matter Basic Building Block (YANG) working as highest center of the universe)

UNIVERSITY OF GOD
(Teaching Of Science Under New Prescribed Code Of Conduct and New Discipline Called Participatory Science)

1. Why do we need such university?
   a. We are blind in various fields of science and religions.
   b. No religion has yet defined GOD in terms of Origin of The Universe in the discipline of science. They talk of only the small and various different spectrums of God.
   c. Question of God as far as origin of universe is concerned, has not yet been answered by modern astrophysicists as well as by particle physicists.
   d. Incorporation of science and religion could be made possible on this platform.

2. What is the discipline of teaching in this university?
   a. Teachings are such that they obey not only scientific discipline but also they obey religious discipline too and both the disciplines would be taught under the new discipline called PARTICIPATORY SCIENCE.
   b. Teaching would start from ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE with introduction of NEW MODEL of the universe and NEW SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING. It would keep on going till our blindness is removed from all aspects of science and religions.

3. Who are affiliated with this university?
   a. All universities of the world and all scientific research organizations all over the world are affiliated with this university of God.
   b. All pioneer religious places of all religions, their pioneer religious teachers and their pioneer religious teachings or books are affiliated with this university.

4. What are the duties of affiliated persons (pioneer scientific and religious persons)?
   a. Their moral duty is to follow all teaching programs. They are not supposed to say that they don’t know or they don’t want to know any knowledge which is required to remove the blindness of science and religion. It is their prime duty to acquire basics of all related knowledge of all sciences and all religions.

5. What are the governing posts of this university?
   a. ALMIGHTY Post: - It is being taken by Highest Center of the universe. Could be approached through prayer (first atomic transcription) only.
   b. Honorable member Posts: - All pioneer theists (pioneer religious persons of all religions and pioneer scientists of different branches of
science), and atheists (pioneer scientists working in different branches of science), could be approached by their emails.

c. **Subordinate to Almighty Post**: - Dr. Vijay Mohan Das, could be approached by email dasvijaymohan3@gmail.com

6. **JOURNALS and University of God**: - All teachings (10 volumes) have been published in International journals on line. The links are followings. Please pass on this information to persons concerned.


8. Vijay Mohan Das, Atomic genetics and origin of universe volume 7 Social and basic sciences and research review( SBSRR) Volume 2, Issue 4Pages: 197-255


13. Vijay Mohan Das Understanding phenomenon of Life and Death And How dead cells could be made alive INDIAN JOURNAL OF APPLIED RESEARCH Volume : 5 | Issue : 3 | March 2015 | ISSN - 2249-555X 323-328


16. Vijay Mohan Das - Neither Big Bang Had Occurred Nor Spontaneous Broken Symmetry Was There and Theory of Every

17. Vijay Mohan Das - WHAT IS LIFE? QUANTUM MECHANICS (QM) NEITHER UNDERPINS CHEMISTRY NOR BIOLOGY

18. Vijay Mohan Das - WHAT IS LIFE? PART -2 (PHOTOSYNTHESIS) QUANTUM MECHANICS (QM) NEITHER UNDERPINS CHEMISTRY NOR BIOLOGY

19. Das V.M. - DOES WAVE FUNCTION (Ψ) GET REAL IN QUANTUM EXPERIMENT? [3] ANSWER IS – NO , IT IS ONLY A MATHEMATICAL TOOL. MIND INCORPORATION IN PHYSICS


21. V.M.Das - NEURONS ARE BITS (ANATOMY), IT IS MIND (PHYSIOLOGY) - (CCP, CODE PCPS AND CP) BEHIND SENSE OF DIRECTION (NAVIGATION) IN RATS AND BIRDS


28. V.M.Das-- Neurons and Chemicals are Bits (Anatomy), It is Mind (Physiology) - (CCP, Code PcPs and CP) behind sense of Love and Orgasm in Man and Woman - Journal of Harmonized Research in Medical and Health Science, 2015 2 (3), pp 42-64


30. V.M.Das-- SPIN – By Virtue of B-Bit (YIN - Mass reality) Property Of Micro particles and it is Divine Mechanics (CCP, Code PcPs and CP) that controls Type of Spin And FIFTH NATURAL FORCE--International Journal of Current Research Vol. 7, Issue, 09, pp.20887-20908,

September, 2015,


33. V.M.Das - HOW TO REVEAL THE NATURE OF DARK MATTER AND DARK ENERGY. Asian Journal of Science and Technology Vol.06, Issue, 12, pp.2075-2099, December, 2015, pp 2075-2099


37. V.M.Das- NOBEL PRIZE 1932 (FOR THE CREATION OF QUANTUM MECHANICS) AND 1933 (FOR THE DISCOVERY OF NEW PRODUCTIVE FORMS OF ATOMIC THEORY) ARE ON ILLUSIVE THEORY OF UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE OF HEISENBERG. IT IS DIVINE MONB (MODIFIED NEIL BOHR) ATOMIC MODEL AND LAPLACE DETERMINISTIC
ORDER OF UNIVERSE (DIVINE MECHANICS) THAT UNDERPIN UNIVERSE CREATION AND LIFE SCIENCES.
International Journal of Advance Research, IJOAR .org Volume 4, Issue 6, June 2016, Online: ISSN 2320-9186 pp 1-68


43. V.M.Das  If Galaxies are all Moving Apart (Conditioned Phenomenon), how can they Collide? it is Lawlessness (Unconditioned Phenomenon) and it is due to wish of Almighty B.B.B (Creator-Maker of Laws and Lawlessness) and Wish is Triggered by Divine Mechanics (Laplace Determinism) IOSR Journal of Research & Method in Education (IOSR-JRME) e-ISSN: 2320–7388, p-ISSN: 2320–737X Volume 6, Issue 6 Ver. V (Nov. - Dec. 2016), PP 210-230


47. V.M.Das Nobel Prize Physics 1930 (Raman Effect) and Nobel Prize 1902 (Zeeman’s Effect) and Nobel Prize 2019 (Stark Effect) are explained by wrong mathematical theories. Effects are by virtue of oscillation property of photons. Which is Triggered by Divine Mechanics (Mind Or CCP) or Divine MONB (Modified Niels Bohr) Theory. IOSR Journal of Research & Method in Education (IOSR-JRME) e-ISSN: 2320–7388, p-ISSN: 2320–737X Volume 6, Issue 6 Ver. V (Nov. - Dec. 2016), PP 01-28


50. V.M.Das Nobel Prize Physics 1983 (“For His Theoretical Studies of the Physical Processes of Importance to the Structure and Evolution Of The Stars”) is On Illusion. Fate of Stars and Their Collapse (Size) are Decided By Divine Mechanics (CCP, Code PCPS


52. V.m.Das Equation of everything i.e. Quantum Fields : The Real Building Blocks of the Universe Is Myth as Mathematics Does Not have Thought Of Mind And Thought Of Creator. International Journal of Mathematics and Statistics Invention (IJMSI) Volume 5 Issue 3 || March. 2017 || PP-35-64

2.7 Kohinoor’s  bad effects - Global wars etc. Enhancement of nuclear weapons.


Nuclear weapons - an intolerable threat to humanity

The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, and most of the international community, want to ensure that nuclear weapons are never used again and are eliminated entirely. Why is it so important to act now and what can we do?

ARTICLE 07 AUGUST 2018

The most terrifying weapon ever invented

Nuclear weapons are the most terrifying weapon ever invented: no weapon is more destructive; no weapon causes such unspeakable human suffering; and there is no way to control how far the radioactive fallout will spread or how long the effects will last.

A nuclear bomb detonated in a city would immediately kill tens of thousands of people, and tens of thousands more would suffer horrific injuries and later die from radiation exposure.

In addition to the immense short-term loss of life, a nuclear war could cause long-term damage to our planet. It could severely disrupt the earth’s ecosystem and reduce global temperatures, resulting in food shortages around the world.
2.8 Kohinoor’s bad effects - Global Racial Apathy.

How wars, ethnic violence, and global apathy are pushing 20 million people into famine
By Nikitha Sattiraju
April 28, 2017

A man-made famine, stemming from rapacious power struggles, is threatening the lives of 20 million innocent civilians, including 1.4 million children. The international community's response remains fatally slow, leaving the people to the fate of an entirely avoidable disaster.

The United Nations (UN) defines famine as a crisis where at least 20 percent of a region’s population does not have sufficient food to be healthy, more than 30 percent of children under the age of five are severely malnourished, and two in 10,000 people or four in 10,000 children die due to extreme hunger every day. Presently, 20 million people, including 1.4 million children, are inching closer to this state of living as the spectre of famine looms large over South Sudan, Somalia, Northeast Nigeria, and Yemen. In South Sudan, where famine has already been declared in parts of Unity state, 1,00,000 people are facing starvation, while one million more are on the brink.

The UN is poised for immediate action but is gravely restricted by the lack of funding. The organisation is in need of $4.4 billion to provide humanitarian assistance across the four nations but, as of March, less than 10 percent of the required capital had been received. However, even with sufficient capital, aid workers would still not be able to reach all the people in need.

With the exception of Somalia, where crops and animals have perished due to consecutive droughts, the remaining three countries are on the verge of an entirely preventable famine resulting from prolonged civil conflicts. Internal displacement, soaring food prices, and destruction of fertile land have made it impossible for people to produce or buy food, or even access water. The situation is worsened by the spread of diseases such as diarrhoea, cholera, and measles, against which the acutely malnourished have no resistance.

Warring parties, including governments, continue to block relief to several affected regions using different tactics. While the threat of violence dissuades aid workers from entering certain areas to begin with, theft of supplies or long lists of permits prevent much-needed aid from reaching
civilians where possible. The Government of South Sudan is said to be deliberately obstructing aid to starving people in rebel-held areas as a war tactic. Residents in many villages have been reduced to eating grass, water lilies, and insects to survive.

This man-made famine, stemming from rapacious power struggles, is threatening the lives of innocent civilians, especially children, who, even if they survive, are likely to be mentally or physically stunted for the rest of their lives. The UN’s ringing appeals for donations from the international community might produce enough funds to save those in immediate danger, but the larger problem of food insecurity in these regions can only be solved by conflict resolution. Otherwise, their citizens will time and again be on the threshold of crippling food shortages and impending death.

2.9 Kohinoor’s bad effects - Religious conflicts and Islamic zehad etc.

Supporting or Taking Awards from those who funds Islamic Jihad is CRIME. It is Adharma

2.10 Kohinoor's bad effects - Dividing India And globe by Erroneous constitution Article 147 and Indian Independence Act 1947. And many others Adharmas. A Adharma did play in 1947 by British Ruler during fake independence of India by dividing it by virtue of Two Nation Theory. To end this adharma Almighty God Lord Natraz did teleport as Mahakal Lalla Virajman in Middle Gummed of Babri Mosque.
2.11 Now to establish Dharma, Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB or Creator had teleported on 22 23 Dec 1949 in middle gummed of Babri Mosque. Read Geeta Ch 4 /Vs 7 and 8. Our New India or Globe to be ruled By Almighty God Lord Natraz BBB.
The fate of Kohinoor does not lie in its destruction rather as poison of samudra manthan that made Lord Natraz Neel kanth, similarly to surrender Kohinoor (Poison) at the foot of Almighty God Lord Natraz is its final destination by dethroning Queen Elizabeth Second and putting idol of Lord Natraz on the British throne along with His Flag and putting Kohinoor Crown at Lord Natraz's foot symbolizing drinking poison again by Lord Natraz. Thus Kohinoor's (Adharma) poisonous effects would be No more on this Globe (Dharma). This would lead to dissolution of all British constitution and its bad effects globally. Finally India and other countries would be freed from clutches article 147 of constitution of India and Indian Independence act 1947 (Dharma).

Chapter 4, Verse 7

Whenever and wherever there is a decline in religious practice, O descendant of Bharata, and a predominant rise of irreligion—at that time I descend Myself.

Chapter 4, Verse 8

In order to deliver the pious and to annihilate the miscreants, as well as to reestablish the principles of religion, I advent Myself millennium after millennium.
MISSION UNIVERSE – KNOW YOUR UNIVERSE BY SCIENCE OF PRAYER – ORDER OF ALMIGHTY BASIC BUILDING BLOCK
(FIRST ORDER OF UNIVERSE - QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT)

Those who do not know Science Of Prayer are unfit to enter In to parliament – Order of Almighty B.B.B

Allaha Ho Akbar – Almighty B.B.B – Smallest Idol worship

Flag to be hosted on 23 Dec 2020

Our New India – Ruled by Almighty B.B.B – since 2014

https://heaven.academia.edu/vijaymohandas/Analytic/activity/countries Analytic Survey

Discussing science of prayer with Honorable Ex President Prof APJ Abdul Kalam and winner of Bharat Ratna in Sept 2013. After 48 minutes of discussion he encouraged me by saying "Great Work".

My Message -- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyvUIInrFA&t=23s

YouTube Link -- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pP7F_p3 replacing8=574

Our New India being rulrd by Lord Natraz BBB . His Flag and His National Anthum
The Real Adhinayak and Bharat Bhagya Vidhata of the song is Lord Natraz BBB Mahakal Lalla Virajman Ayodhaya that teleported on 22 23 Dec 1949 in Middle Gummed of Babri Mosque that was made in this song by R.N. Tagore in 1911. That lives in the heart of people of India and Globe by different Identity.

Conclusion

A Adharma did play in 1947 by British Ruler during fake independence of India by dividing it by virtue of Two Nation Theory. To end this Adharma, Almighty God Lord Natraz did teleport as Mahakal Lalla Virajman in Middle Gummed of Babri Mosque on 22 23 Dec 1949 as Lord Of Universe to establish Dharma on Earth.

Lord Krishna about 5000 years back possessed this Kohinoor Diamond as Samtak mani and yudhvanshi lost their dynasty. In 1306 again its appearance noted. And since then its bad effects were noted with the fall of many dynasties and lastly it was possessed by British dynasty from Maharaja Ranjeet Singh about 200 years back. Since then downfall of global values started (Adharma) as British dynasty ruled mostly the globe. The fate of Kohinoor Diamond does not lie in its destruction rather as poison of samudramanthan that made Lord Natraz Neelkhanth, similarly to surrender Kohinoor (Poison) at the feet of Almighty God Lord Natraz is its final destination by dethroning Queen Elizabeth Second and putting idol of Lord Natraz on the British throne along with its Flag and putting Crown at Lord Natraz’s foot symbolizing drinking poison again by Lord Natraz. Thus Kohinoor’s (Adharma) poisonous effects would be No more on this Globe (Dharma). This would lead to dissolution of all british constitution and its bad effects globally. Finally India and other countries would be freed from clutches of article 147 of constitution of India and Indian Independence act 1947 (Dharma).
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